Poor families often confront chaos and instability in their family, home, and neighborhood contexts. For very young children, this environmental chaos interrupts critical routines and stability at a time in life when they matter dearly. Indeed, research has shown a link between chaos in a child’s early home environment and harm to physical and mental health, brain development, and other outcomes. Yet how exactly chaos affects children is still a question. Is it the timing of the disruptions—early in life rather than later, for example? Is it the intensity of the chaos? And can sensitive parenting shield children against the harms of chaotic home and neighborhood environments?

The current study seeks answers to those questions. It examines the timing and intensity of household and neighborhood disorder and family instability and explores whether parents can buffer any negative effects on young children.

Housing and Neighborhood Disorder Are Associated with Poorer Childhood Outcomes

Greater housing disorder—broken windows, exposed wires, peeling paint, rodents, and other unsanitary or unsafe conditions—predicted greater developmental delays among two-and-a-half-year-old children, although the effect was modest. In addition, greater housing disorder was linked to children’s poorer physical health at age six. Neighborhood disorder—crime and social disorder such as abandoned buildings, burglaries, assaults, and drug dealing—was associated with greater behavioral problems among children at age six.

Family and Residential Instability Has Mixed Effects on Children

A mother’s relationship instability, in either cohabitation or marriage, was associated with heightened emotional and
behavioral problems among children. However, the number of residential moves a child experienced—another form of instability—was not associated with his or her functioning.

The Timing and Intensity of the Chaos Matter

The effects of chaos are felt more keenly later in childhood. No significant links emerged between chaos experienced during infancy and later functioning at age two-and-a-half or six. Early childhood chaos, however, predicted greater behavioral problems at age six. This finding runs counter to the theory that infants, owing to their rapid and highly sensitive brain development, are highly susceptible to environmental stress.¹

Not surprisingly, the higher the intensity of chaos a child experienced, the stronger the effects on developmental delays, poor health, and behavior problems.²

Sensitive Parenting Does Not Buffer Children

Many have argued that warm, sensitive parenting can buffer children against hardship. But this study finds no such buffering effect.³ Instead, it finds that the negative effect of environmental chaos on children, particularly their poorer emotional and behavioral outcomes, is in part the result of a mother’s psychological distress. It appears that she transmits her distress to her children.

Policy Implications

The findings underscore how important order, consistency, and safety are to young children. Chaos in a child’s early years, whether from poor quality housing, social disorder in neighborhoods, or a parent’s relationship instability, has ramifications for children’s healthy development. Policies and programs that help to stem the chaos in children’s lives thus may have long-lasting benefits.

Improving housing conditions is a first step. Centralizing inspections and data collection for housing code violations, using other city services such as firefighters and meter readers to report on conditions, and aggregating data from various city public agencies into an easy-to-use tracker are all promising directions for keeping both public and private landlords in compliance with housing safety regulations. Home-visiting programs, which have proved effective in bolstering healthy child development, could pay particular attention to family and household chaos in a child’s life and help ameliorate the causes and effects. These programs provide emotional support that benefits mothers, research shows, and can help alleviate the stress that negatively affects children.

Providing greater funding and fewer hurdles for housing voucher holders could allow families to choose more stable neighborhoods. Vouchers allow low-income families to move to higher-income neighborhoods where resources to support optimal child development are more plentiful. However, landlords in these “hotter” markets, with greater prices and demand, have few incentives to accept vouchers, given the paperwork and required inspections. Streamlining the process while safeguarding families could help more low-income families acquire higher-quality homes in less chaotic neighborhoods. Housing counseling support for voucher holders and increased funding for vouchers is also needed; current funding only reaches 25 percent of those who need housing support.

Study Design

The study uses data on 495 low-income children from the Three-City Study, a longitudinal study of families living in Boston, Chicago, and San Antonio from 1999 to 2006. The study follows children over time, with surveys at ages one (in 1999), two-and-a-half (in 2001), and six (in 2005-06). Chaos included housing disorder, neighborhood disorder, relationship instability, and housing instability. The study identified associations between chaos and a range of physical and mental health outcomes, controlling for a host of child, family, and household characteristics found to be associated with both chaos and child well-being. Chaos intensity was assessed by combining the four domains of chaos to capture breadth, depth, and chronicity of chaos. Relationship instability was measured as the number of shifts in marital or cohabitating relationships across the six years of the study.

*The authors acknowledge the limitations of measuring “sensitive parenting.”
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